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1.2 released

- Overall quality quite good
- Long code freeze (2 months)
- 64-bit starting to see some use
- Law of Conservation of Regressions
Lines of code
Commits per month
Regression tests

- The testbot is a big help
- Patch sequences need to be correct
- Linux testbot?
- Testbot only useful if tests succeed
Future plans

- 1.2.2 in a couple of weeks
- Maybe 1.2.3 at some point
- 1.4 sometime in 2011
1.4 release features

- Animated cursors
- 64-bit Gecko
- Native cursor themes
- AcceptEx support
  - Mono package
- Successful 64-bit make test
1.4 release criteria

- Right-to-left language support
- Transparency and compositing
- Xinput2 support
- USB support
- Audio redesign
1.4 suggestions

- Wine add-ons
- DOSBox integration
- Translations using po files
- Static import libraries
- COM macros cleanup
- DLL registration